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Introduction

I Aggressive behaviour against people employed in the public sector is an
ongoing concern worldwide. The consequences for these employees range
from decreased job performance to post-traumatic stress disorder. The
STRESS project aims to develop a virtual-reality based training
environment for improving aggression de-escalation skills. Part of this
environment is a training agent that analyses a trainee’s behaviour in order
to improve the training experience by giving personalised feedback, and by
modifying training scenarios to better match the trainee’s capabilities. In
this project, a decision-making model has been developed as part of the
system envisioned by the STRESS project.

Objectives

1. Developing a computational model of aggression de-escalation.

2. Tuning the model’s parameters, such that it displays theoretically defined
characteristic behaviour.

3. Showing that the model can be used in the STRESS project by employing it
in an independent training application that respects the STRESS system’s
requirements.

Methodology

I The project is structured according to the modelling cycle.
. identifying relevant concepts and their relations from the literature
. formalising the conceptual model to allow its computational execution
. using the model to generate relevant simulation traces
. evaluating the simulation traces, re-designing the model if necessary
. applying the model to the situation in the real world

Figure 1: Modelling Cycle

Theoretical Background

I Two types of aggression:

. reactive (hostile) aggression

. emotional (anger & fear)

. follows the cycle of aggression

. if slightly emotional
I as a de-escalator: be supportive

. if very emotional
I as a de-escalator: be directive

. proactive (instrumental) aggression

. rational

. follows believed benefit of
further aggression

. motivation is not emotional

. as a de-escalator:
always be directive

The Model

I Principal Characteristics
. most state properties are represented numerically
. multi-agent system with two agents: a de-escalator and an aggressor.
. communication is verbal and non-verbal
. the aggressor can be either reactive or proactive
I reactive: uses emotional pathway
I proactive: uses rational pathway

. the de-escalator uses two pathways as well
I non-verbal behaviour: emotional pathway
I decision-making: rational pathway

The Graphical Model

Figure 2: The de-escalator model

Figure 3: The aggressor model. Blue connec-

tions represent the rational (proactive), and red

ones the emotional (reactive) pathway

Example Formalised Relations

I The relations between the state properties are formalised using the
LEADSTO language.

I a non-numerical de-escalator rule
observed(de escalator , has value(verbal behaviour ,VB)) &
observed(de escalator , has value(non verbal behaviour ,NVB)) &
VB ≥ θaggressive nature &
NVB ≥ θreactive nature

� belief (de escalator , has nature(aggressor , reactive))

. If the observed verbal behaviour is intense enough to be considered aggressive, and if the observed non-verbal

behaviour is enough to consider the aggressor to be emotional, then the de-escalator will believe that the

aggression is of a reactive nature.

I a numerical reactive aggressor rule
has nature(aggressor , reactive) &
belief (aggressor , has value(bene�t,B)) &
internal state(aggressor , has value(aggressor emotional state,AES)) &
performs(aggressor , has value(verbal behaviour ,APVB))

� performs(aggressor , has value(verbal behaviour ,APVB + ηapvb ∗ (B ∗ ωb apvb + AES ∗ ωaes apvb −APVB)))

. The new aggressor emotional state is the old one plus a fraction (determined by ηapvb) of its difference with

the weighted (determined by ωb apvb and ωaes apvb) influencing states.

Example Simulation

Figure 4: Binary state properties.

Figure 5: The aggressor’s verbal behaviour.

Figure 6: The aggressors emotional state.

Figure 7: The aggressor’s believed benefit of

further aggression.

I The traces above are the result of a simulation experiment in which the
de-escalator successfully calms down a very distraught aggressor. At first,
since the reactive aggressor is very emotional (figure 6), the de-escalator
applies a directive approach (figure 4). This results in a steady decline of
the aggressor’s believed benefit of further aggression (figure 7), and
consequently of his emotional state (figure 6). As the aggressor calms
down, the de-escalator starts to use a supportive approach (figure 4), which
leads to a further decrease of the aggressor’s internal states. Eventually, the
aggressor’s verbal behaviour is no longer high enough to be considered
aggressive (figure 5), and the de-escalator lets go of the situation (figure 4).

Primary Results

I Successful simulation of theoretically defined patterns of de-escalation.
I A working training application with model-based support.
I The numeric output variables of the model allow for:
. generic script writing with respect to agent personalities.
. dynamic updating of aggressor internal states and behaviour.
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